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GAO Report Says Radio/TV Marti
Has Only Tiny Audience In Cuba

Congressional investigators recently reported
that U.S. Radio and TV Marti broadcasts to Cuba,
after nearly half a billion dollars spent, may have
only a tiny audience, and they suggested finding
better ways to gauge their effectiveness.

The Government Accountability Office
(GAO) concluded that best estimates indicate
about 2 percent of the island's approximately 11
million people have seen or heard one or more
broadcasts since 2003, when the U.S. began
phone surveys in Cuba through a third -country
contractor.

The Miami -based Office of Cuba Broad-
casting has a budget this year of $34 million, with
about $500 million spent overall since Radio
Marti first transmission in 1983. TV Marti began
in 1990, and the effort now includes satellite and
shortwave transmissions, the Internet, and
AeroMarti flights out of Key West beaming TV
signals to Cuba. For years, Cuba has jammed the
transmissions, which the U.S. says provide
Cubans an objective alternative to their country's
government -controlled news and other programs.
Cuba derides the programs as U.S. propaganda.
The U.S. Broadcasting Board of Governors,
which oversees federal broadcasting including
the Cuba program, agreed that better audience
measurements were needed but said the GAO
report "does not fully reflect the difficulties in
broadcasting to a closed society."
(Source: Associated Press)

UK Government Says DAB To Be
Primary Platform For Radio

The UK government released its "Digital
Britain" report and once again confirmed its pol-
icy commitment to making DAB digital radio the
primary means of migrating from analog to digi-
tal radio.

The Digital Britain report follows the Digital
Radio Working Group's own report, published in
December 2008, which recommended steps
towards analog radio switch off as soon as 2017.
The UK government report endorses these steps

for migration to digital radio and outlines its strat-
egy for DAB to become the primary radio plat-
form in the UK.

The report sets out a number of UK
Government decisions, including:

 a clear statement of policy commitment to DAB
 a plan for digital migration of radio and the nec-
essary criteria to achieve this
 the creation of a new Digital Radio Delivery
Group to increase the attractiveness, availability,
and affordability of DAB receivers and to advise
on the Digital Migration Plan

 the intention to expand the BBC's DAB net-
work to match current FM analog coverage

Meanwhile, the Digital Radio Development
Bureau announced that sales of digital radios up
to the end of 2008 had reached 8.53 million in the
UK and the latest official Radio Joint Audience
Research audience figures show radio listening
via DAB digital radio accounts for 11.4 percent
of all radio UK listening, with DAB ownership
increasing to 35 percent.

PURE, one of the leading manufacturers of
DAB digital radio products, announced record
export growth in 2008 to Switzerland, Denmark,
and Norway. A study in Denmark released in
December shows that 34 percent of Danes now
own a digital radio and that it is popular in all age
groups.
(Source: Digital Radio Development Bureau)

BBC Suspends FM Broadcasts Via
SLBC Following "Interference"

BBC World Service is suspending its FM pro-
gramming to the Sri Lankan national broadcast-
er SLBC due to deliberate interference of its
broadcasts by the Sri Lankan network. BBC pro-
grams and individual news reports in the English,
Sinhala, and Tamil languages have been blocked
by SLBC and have not been broadcast to listen-
ers in Sri Lanka. The BBC noted 17 instances of
interference to BBC Tamil and eight similar
instances to BBC Sinhala broadcasts between
November 27, 2008, and early January 2009.
Sometimes entire current affairs segments of
BBC programming were not broadcast on SLBC.
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